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ABSTRACT

very long cat are a new network music duo combining tabla and live coding, rehearsing and performing via the Inter-
net, and employing an eclectic range of techniques and technologies. e specific structure of the ensemble’s network
music setup, with one musician live coding and monitoring their own performance with a calibrated delay, allows both
musicians to experience each other’s performances as synchronized. is poster focuses on the evolving technical con-
figuration of this hybrid ensemble, with an emphasis on the constraints imposed by the insistence on “zero latency” in a
live coding ensemble (some sound transformations are not feasible, and others are implemented in a characteristic way).

1. Introduction

very long cat are a new network music duo combining tabla and live coding (Collins et al. 2003), rehearsing and per-
forming via the Internet, and employing an eclectic range of techniques and technologies. e specific structure of the
ensemble’s network music setup, with one musician live coding and monitoring their own performance with a calibrated
delay, allows both musicians to experience each other’s performances as synchronized. is poster focuses on the evolv-
ing technical configuration of this hybrid ensemble, with an emphasis on the constraints imposed by the insistence on
“zero latency” in terms of the sound results (some sound transformations are not feasible, and others are implemented in
a characteristic way).

2. Tabla Traditions

e tabla is the most popular percussion instrument in India and is especially prevalent in the northern regions of the
country, as well as in Pakistan. e tabla is an integral part of North Indian (Hindustani) classical music, where it can be
performed solo, in kathak dance accompaniment, or to accompany melodic instruments (sitar, voice, violin, etc.). ere
are six different stylistic schools of playing (gharanas), many varied sounds and techniques, and a repertoire made up
of a multitude of cyclic and cadential compositional forms (Courtney 2000). e second author of this poster performs
tabla in the style of the Benares gharana.

In the Benares gharana, the art of solo tabla performance is greatly respected and very highly developed, with more
than twenty forms of composition in use, many of them unique to this tradition. e compositions can be broken down
into two main types: theme-and-variation forms which require spontaneous improvisation by the performer, and fixed,
composed pieces. In addition, there is a well-defined procedure and structure used for joining the various types of
compositions together to form a logical and pleasing performance. Repertoire and performance practices are handed
down from generation to generation through oral tradition (Shepherd). e North Indian tabla is connected with live
coding through the fact that both traditions, despite their very different age, are centred around the art of improvisation.

3. A ‘Zero Latency’ Network Music Configuration

It is in the nature of transmiing audio signals from one point to another that it takes time for them to arrive and be
decoded/transcoded. Our everyday audio computing infrastructure exacerbates this latency through multiple layers of
transmission and buffering. Latency is thus a central and perennial challenge of network music situations (Carôt and
Werner 2007; Whalley 2012) and has been the focus of a number of distinct research streams.

One stream of network music research seeks to characterize the effect of latency on network-distributed musical perfor-
mances. For example, a recent rhythmic clapping study (C. Chafe, Cáceres, and Gurevich 2010) involved pairs of rhythmic
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clapping performers separated physically and by carefully controlled delays ranging from 3 to 78 ms. e study revealed
the existence of four distinct impacts of bi-directional delay/latency on ongoing musical tempo. Between 10 and 21 ms,
tempo was stable, with a tendency to accelerate at lower latencies, a tendency to decelerate at higher latencies, and a
marked deterioration of synchronization at even greater latencies (66 ms and higher).

Other network music research “accepts” the inevitability of latency and constructs new performance spaces and expec-
tations around the specific temporal characteristics of the network (Tanaka 2006; J.-P. Cáceres and Renaud 2008). Some
systems even extend this acceptance of latency as far as measuring it and projecting it onto other parameters: e peer-
Synth soware reduces the amplitude of sonic contributions from particular network nodes as the latency to that node
increases, just as in acoustic transmission longer delays are produced by greater distances which also simultaneously
produced reduced amplitudes (Stelkens 2003). e Public Sound Objects system uses measurements of the latency to
adjust the overall tempo, motivated by the insight that longer latencies are more sustainable at lower tempi (Barbosa,
Cardoso, and Geiger 2005).

In the very long cat ensemble, we take advantage of the fact that one of us is live coding to sidestep the problem of
latency. Specifically, our configuration results in sonic events being aligned (synchronized) in the same way at both
ends of the ensemble. We call this absolute alignment of the audio layer “zero latency” although it should be recognized
that in terms of non-sonic elements of the overall performance situation, such as the interplay of actions and decisions
between the two performers, latency still exists. Additionally, instantaneous transformations of the live tabla sound
must be avoided if the “zero latency” audio synchronization is to be upheld. Even so, the experience of producing
tightly synchronized ensemble rhythms in apparent defiance of network latency and geographic separation is musically
rewarding, and represents a live-coding-specific “road less travelled” in network music practice.

Both performers in very long cat use jacktrip (Caceres and Chafe 2009) to send two channels of full-resolution, uncom-
pressed audio to each other. e live coding performer uses jacktrip to transmit the sonic result of his live coding, while
the tabla player transmits the signal captured by two microphones, one close to each drum. Aer much experimentation
with a number of high-end microphones, AKG C414 microphones were chosen, as they reliably capture the tabla’s sound
across a wide range of timbres. Each player monitors the signal they receive from the other player as soon as possible.

e tabla player simply plays along in sync with what he hears. However, the live coding performer monitors the
sounding result of their live coding at a small, calibrated delay equal to approximately the time it would take for network
audio via jacktrip to do a complete round trip between the two locations. It is as if the local monitoring of the live coding
were to line up in time with itself as transmied and then transmied back. Typically, this delay is 111 milliseconds,
a figure arrived at by playing identifiable beats together and adjusting the delay until the synchronization is aurally
pleasing. Essentially, this technique exploits the gestural ambivalence of live coding (intentions and results are not, as a
rule, tightly synchronized) to overcome the fundamental problem of latency in network music. e live coding performer
does not need to hear the results of their work immediately, and so can “afford” to monitor their work at a small delay.

During rehearsal and telematic production situations, our bi-directional stereo jacktrip connection is solid enough that
dropouts (brief periods of missing audio data) are quite infrequent and do not disturb our co-performance relation-
ship. However, these infrequent dropouts are frequent enough to damage recordings of these sessions. For this rea-
son, we record 4 channels of audio at both ends of the situation: each performer records the signals they are produc-
ing/transmiing as well as the signals they are receiving from the other player. e brief dropouts are only found in the
received signals, so a “perfect” recording can be reconstructed by combining the “local” signal from each player. In each
4-channel recording, the presence of the received signal acts as an indication and record of how time was aligned at each
performance site.

Both players use a Max patch that has been developed and maintained to provide for the requisite delay in monitoring (at
the live coding end of the ensemble) and the 4-channel audio recording. is Max patch, the live coding in SuperCollider,
and jacktrip are thus connected as follows:

4. Live Coding around Latency with Live Electronics

e live coding in very long cat is performed in the SuperCollider language (McCartney 1998). In general, the live coding
consists alternately of paern constructions in SuperCollider’s standard paern classes, or “modular synthesis” style
notation of live electronics using the JITlib notations advanced by Julian Rohrhuber and others.

A central technique is the “live electronic” transformation of the signal from the live tabla player. For example, the
envelope of the (stereo) live tabla signal can be extracted and then re-applied to synthetic sounds that are specified as the
result of oscillators, low-frequency oscillators, etc. e ensemble insists on only applying those techniques that allow
both players to experience the sonic results as synchronized in the same way. An immediate consequence of this is



Figure 1: Jack connections on the live coding end of the ensemble

that no immediate transformations of the tabla sound can be used, as the result of such transformations would not be
immediately audible to the tabla player at the other end of the jacktrip connection.

Instead, the transformations of the live tabla sound must always take effect at a delay. At a minimum, if the zero-latency
requirement is upheld, this delay must be equal to the round trip delay of the jacktrip transmission. In practice, however,
we tend to use delay times that are lined up to metric structures (like a beat at a normal tempo, or a bar, or longer).

In the SuperCollider live coding, the delay time has to be modified from the straightforward intended delay time on
account of the latency of the network music situation. For example, if the tabla player strikes the drum at a given time,
this arrives at the live coding end only aer a half-round-trip delay. Whatever the live coding performer sends back will
arrive at the tabla player only aer a further half-round-trip delay. us, in order to apply a delayed live electronic effect
to the live tabla player’s performance, the live coding performer must delay the input from the tabla by the intended
delay time minus a full round-trip delay time.

is modified delay is accomplished via a SuperCollider extension that is maintained specifically for the ensemble, with
has the added benefit of supporting theatrically-named class methods. is allows the projected code to accurately
display the intention of delaying the sound by a given metric amount, while concealing the modification to the delay
time that is made necessary by the network music situation:

*delay {

| signal,time |

^DelayN.ar(signal,time-roundTrip,time-roundTrip);

}

Given the preceding method in the VLCat class/extension, the following is an example of a simple sound transformation
whereby a delayed signal from the tabla player affects the envelope of a synthetic signal four beats later, with this
intention clearly signalled in the code (the 4/TempoClock.tempo, and experienced as a one-bar delay at both ends of the
telematic link:

~a = { LFTri.ar([440,550],mul:-20.dbamp) }

~b = { Amplitude.ar(Envelope.ar(VLCat.delay(~tabla.ar,4/TempoClock.tempo),0.1,0.01) }

~c = { ~a.ar * ~b.ar }

~c.play



5. Supporting Videos

Delay Study (February 2015): hps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gehI46oNvk

Groove Study (February 2015): hps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2i9CG2Ayl8A
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